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In April 2017, Excel Networking Solutions (http://www.excel-networking.com/) had been announced as a

finalist in two categories for this year’s DCS Awards; Data Centre Cabinets/Racks Product of the Year

and Cabling Product of the Year.



The DCS Awards are designed to reward the product designers, manufacturers, suppliers and providers

operating in the data centre arena. The awards ceremony (http://www.dcsawards.com/winners2017.php) took

place on 18th May at The Grange St Paul’s Hotel, London.



The Excel ENVIRON Data Centre Cabinets were selected as the runner-up in the category

(http://dcsawards.com/files/DCCabinets_57_Excel.pdf), securing a place second to Schneider Electric.

Excel’s ENVIRON SR Racks (https://www.excel-networking.com/products/search?t=environ+sr) and OR Open

Frames (https://www.excel-networking.com/products/search?t=Open+Frame+Network+rack) were nominated for

their versatility and aesthetics, along with a host of features which make them suitable for a wide range

of applications in the data centre and communications arena. The products within the Excel family,

including the comprehensive ENVIRON range (https://www.excel-networking.com/environ-racks), have given

customers access to an affordable, high quality product, which can be delivered to site quickly. The

introduction of high density products means users can make full use of space inside the racks, which

ultimately take up less floor space in the increasingly less spacious comms rooms. Customers also have a

choice from many pre-installation services, making Excel products the ultimate end-to-end solution –

without compromise.



Tracey Calcutt, Marketing Manager at Excel Networking Solutions, commented “It is great news that the

Excel product range has been acknowledged by the Data Centre industry. The Excel family is constantly

evolving and expanding to ensure we can offer a variety of solutions to a whole host of applications.”



Tracey continued, “Excel products, including an ENVIRON SR cabinet and a host of accessories, were

showcased this week at Belgium’s CEBEO exhibition, where visitors to the stand were able to get a

hands-on understanding of the products.



Keep a look out for more exciting product announcements coming soon from Excel.”



For further details on how Excel products can provide the right solutions for the data centre market,

visit our Data Centre

(https://www.excel-networking.com/sites/default/files/downloads/excel_data_centre_brochure.pdf) brochure.

For more information about individual products, take a look at our dedicated ENVIRON webpage

(https://www.excel-networking.com/environ-racks).



For more information, please contact:

Rebecca Harbot

Marketing Communications Executive - Excel

E: rebeccah@mayflex.com

T: 0121 326 2278
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